Polythene bags should be banned across EAC region

Editor,

This is an enlightened article. The conclusion is exactly right. Marketing EAC (East African Community) as a single tourist destination is attractive to time-strapped tourists who want to fit in as much as possible in a limited time-frame.

Pam Connell

This is a very nice article. I do have one remark though: I do travel to Kenya with tourists from Belgium to introduce them to the country that I love. Few of them travel there alone now, because they fell in love with the place. Others still come with me every year. Last November, I had someone with me who said, “I have traveled a lot and I have been to South Africa where I went to Kruger for a safari.” The conclusion is very right,

but the writer forgot to mention one very important thing: Get rid of all the plastic bags that are destroying every part of nature at the moment; ban plastic bags completely; follow in the footsteps of Rwanda.

Rinique Koli

Justice: Theodor Meron’s decisions not a surprise

Editor,

RE: “Judge Theodor Meron’s decisions hurting Genocide survivors” (The New Times, January 12).
I wholeheartedly agree, but there’s a catch—Judge Meron isn’t doing this mainly because he feels compelled to “apply abstract Western law” in a situation far removed from Western realities in matters of criminality.

This isn’t a judge who is so compassionate that he’d rather see a well-behaved inmate back into society in the hope that the criminal is rehabilitated.

To do so he would have had “first” checked with the million plus victims and millions more who have been traumatised and are scarred forever. This isn’t a judge who has followed a particular convict in their inner rehabilitation process and then realised that they were feeling remorseful and have changed.

Nope! None of that happened. We all know what happened. The powers that be decided. And he delivered. Nothing new here.

Ali Rukariza